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Abstract: Multimedia communication deals with the transfer, the protocols, services and mechanisms of discrete media data (such as text and graphics) arid continuous media data (like audio and video) inlover digital networks. Such a communication requires all involved components to be capable of handling a well-defined quality
of servici-. The most imponant quality of service Parameters are used to request ( I ) the required capacities of the
involved resources, (2) compliance to end-to-end delay and jitter as timing restrictions, and (3) restriction of the
loss characteristics.
In this Paper we descnbe the necessary issues and we study the ability of current networks and communication
systems io Support distributed multimedia applications. Further, we discuss upcoming approaches and systems
which pr'omise to provide the necessary mechanisms and consider which issues are missing for a complete multimedia communication infrastmcture.
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1 Introduction
Multimedia systems have attracted much attention during the last few years in the society as a whole
and in the information technology field in particular. Multimedia communication comprises the techniques needed for distrihuted multimedia systems. To enahle the access to information such as audio
and video data, techniques must be developed which allow for the handling of audiovisual information
in Computer and communication systems.
In this Paper, we discuss requirements for the handling of such data in communication systems and
present mechanisms which have been developed already or which are under development to fulfill the
tasks necessary in distributed multimedia systems. We also discuss necessary issues which have not
been studied in sufficient detail today and which must therefore be addressed in future.
We first descrihe in a more precise way what w e mean by the term "multimedia". Unfortunately,
"multimedia" has become a buzzword used to denote any kind of "new digital media" being manipulated or displayed by machines. This very imprecise (and very often employed) notion leads to a labelling of all types of media data computation, transmission, storage, manipulation and presentation with
the term "multimedia". Since the mid eighties we have proposed (and even from time to time we
imposed) a much more crisp and restricted specification.

Mlrliitnedia itselfcienofes the integrated manipulation of'at least some infomtation represenred as continuous media dutn as weil as some infommtion encoded as discrete media
data (such as te'rt und graphics). The "manipulaiion " refers to the uct of capturing, processing, cconlmutiication, presenration andor storage.
As outlined in [StNa95] we understand continuous media data as time-dependent data in multimedia
systems (such as audio and video data) which is manipulated in well-defined parts per time interval
according to a contract.
Hence "multimedia communications" deals with the transfer, the protocols, the services and the
mechanisms oflfor discrete und continuous media inlover digital networks. The transmission of digital
Parr o l this work was done while the authors were with IBMls European Networking Center, Gemiany
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video data over a dedicated TV distribution network is not multimedia as long as it does not allow the
transfer of some type of discrete media data as well. A protocol designed to reserve capacity for continuous media data transmitted in conjunction with discrete media data over, e.g., an ATM-LAN, is certainly a multimedia communication issue.
Information processing in a time-sharing environment is performed without any hard time constraints. The system responds to a User interaction as soon as possible but often lacks Support for realtime data. The use of discrete media still governs traditional computing, while the integration of continuous media into existing computer environments creates the new complexity of time-dependent data
processing. 'Correctness' in multimedia communications is - in addition to the traditional computer
communications error handling - determined by whether deadlines are met or not.
In networked multimedia applications various entities typically cooperate in order to provide the
mentioned real-time guarantees to allow data to be presented at the User interface. These requirements
are most often defined in terms of Quaiity of Service (QoS). QoS is defined as the Set of parameters
which defines the properties of media streams. In accordance with [StNa95] we distinguish four layers
of QoS: User QoS, Application QoS, System QoS and Network QoS. The User QoS parameters describe
requirements for the perception of multimedia data at the User interface. The application QoS parameters describe requirements for the application services possihly specified in terms of media quaiity (like
end-to-end delay) and media relations (like interlintra-stream synchronization). The system QoS parameters describe requirements on the communication services resulting from the application QoS. These
may be specified in terms of both quantitative (like bits per second or task processing time) and qualitative (like multicast, interstream synchronization, error recovery or ordered delivery of data) criteria. The
network QoS parameters describe requirements on network services (like network load or network performance).
Multimedia applications negotiate a desired QoS during the connection setup phase either with the
system layer or possibly directly with the network layer, if the system is not able to provide QoS for the
application. If both of them are not capable of providing the desired QoS, many of today's multimedia
applications try to set up an end-to-end connection and to take care of QoS by themselves. Alternatively. data is transferred with the best effort approach (see e.g. the various Internet schemes). This may
happen even if the network is able to reserve a specific amount of bandwidth (but less than demanded)
for multimedia applications.
Therefore, resource management systems that provide mechanisms for media data streams with
guaranteed or statistical QoS have become a key issue ([Wolf96][NaSt95]). Those systems take care of
the coordination of media streams and the interfacing between layers of protocol stacks as well as further mechanisms (like process and bandwidth scheduling) in order to enforce the appropriate data handling. Most of the involved mechanisms are developed for a completely error-free presentation of
continuous-media data at the User interface. In today's networked environments we still encounter many
data paths over networks and via communication protocols which are not capable of providing a guaranteed real-time service. In such Set-ups it is a key issue to decide which data item must be presented at
the User interface and which data items may be discarded. The approaches for this are known as "scaling" and "filtering" of media data streams.
IQthe following section we summarize the most challenging and most often found application driven
demands which have impacts on multimedia communication issues. The principal issues for QoS provisioning are described in Section 3. Subsequently we survey examples of QoS in communication systems in Section 4. Resource reservation is typically Seen as a very important concept for QoS
provisioning, Section 5 introduces the reader to reservation issues: and Section 6 provides examples of
reservation mechanisms in communication systems. Adaptive methods such as scaling and filtering can
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be seen as an alternative to or an enhancement of resource management based QoS; their co&epts are
discussed in Section 7. Methods for 'Reservation in Advance' are needed for several scenarios to create
distributed multimedia applications which resemble today's systems; they are described in qection 8.
Before we conclude the Paper, we discuss the ability of current systems to Support distributed bultimedia applications and consider which issues are still missing in Section 9.

2 Requirements of Distributed Multimedia Applications
Distributed multimedia applications have several requirements with respect to the service offered to
tbem by the communication system.l These requirements depend on the type of the application and on
its usage scenario. For instance, a non-conversational application for the retrieval of audiovisual data
has different needs than a conversational application for live audiovisual communication (e.g., a conferencing tool). The usage scenario influences the criticality of the demands. For example, a home User
video-conference, say between parents and children, is not as critical as a video-conference used as Part
of remote diagnosis by a physician.
Furthermore, the requirements of applications regarding the communication services can be divided
into traffic and functional requirements. The functional requirements are multicast transmission and the
ability to define coordinated sets of unidirectional streams. The traffic requirements include transmission bandwidth, delay, and reliability. They depend on the used kind, number, and quality of the data
streams. For example, a bandwidth of 1.5 MbiVs is typically required for the playhack of MPEG-1
coded video. The end-to-end delay is more stringent for conferencing than for playback applications. In
the former case, the delay should not be more than 150 ms. The play out of related streams must be
done in tight synchronization (< 80 ms skew), hence, appropriate measures must be obeyed during data
transfer. On the otber hand, the reliability requirements are sometimes lower than for traditional communication applications, e.g., if a fault-tolerant data encoding scheme is used. Furthermore, retransmissions (which are used traditionally for the provisioning of reliability) increase the end-to-end delay and
are often worse than lost data for multimedia applications.
The traffic requirements can be satisfied by the use of resource management mechanisms. They
establish a relationship hetween transmitted data and resources and ensure tbat the audiovisual data is
transmitted in a timely manner. For this, during the transmission of data, the information about the
resource needs must be available at all nodes pahicipating in the distributed applications, i.e., end-systems and routers. Hence, resources must be reserved and state must be created in these nodes which
basically means that a connection is established. This connection should then be used for the transmission of data, i.e.. using a fixed route, because resources have been allocated on that path.
For various multimedia applications, especially in the conferencing realm, multiple receivers are
interested in receiving the same data. For instance, in a talk distributed via the network, all listeners
must receive the Same data. Sending each person a single copy wastes resources since for parts of the
path froin the sender to the receivers, the Same nodes are traversed. Thus, multicast should be used
which provides for the transmission of a single copy of data to multiple receivers (Figure 1). In addition
to reduced network load, multicast lowers also the processing load of the sender. Multicast must not be
limited to a single sender; in conferencing scenarios, it is usual to have several senders which normally
do not use the resources at the Same time (e.g., only one person is speaking). Hence, mechanisms for
m : n multicast allow for even reduced resource demands.

1 . Othcr application arcas than disirihutcd riiultimedia applications Iiave related service requirements, e.g., plant and other
control syslems, or large-scale simulations where the overall Progress depends on the availability of single resul&.

3
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Unicast

Multicast

Figure I : Unicast vs. Multicast

The delivery of audiovisual data to large receiver groups, as, for instance, the distribution of IETF meetings over the MBone, must also take into account that the resource capabilities towards and at the participants can vary widely - from high-speed network links and fast workstations to low-end PCs
connected via relatively narrowband links. Therefore, support for heterogeneous Systems must be provided, heterogeneous with respect to networks as well as to end-system capabilities. An approach to
handle this heterogeneity is the filtering of data streams - dropping data in the network which can either
not be transmitted due to a lack of bandwidth or which cannot he presented hy the end-system due to a
lack of compute power.

3 Quality of Service
A system designed for the presentation of audiovisual data must take timing constraints into account
which are due to the characteristics of the human perception of such information. Therefore, an overall
QoS must be provided to ensure that such constraints are fulfilled. Since distributed multimedia applications need end-to-end QoS, all hardware and software components participating in this process (retrieving, transmitting, processing, and displaying the data) must handle the data accordingly - from the local
resources at the sender side via the transport system, including all network components, to the local
resources at the receiving side. This applies to end-systems, Servers, and networks as well as to system
software and applications.
Most of the participating resources are shared among Users and various processes. One approach
would be to (over-) design them based on peak demands such that collisions hetween demands of multiple applications can never occur. Then it would not be necessary to provide any resource management
functionality. Yet, such a Scenario would result in huge costs and low resource utilization and, hence, is
typically not practical. Thus, to provide a constant QoS during the mn-time of an application, resource
reservation and scheduling techniques must be applied. Another technique is to use filtering and scaling
mechanisms which adapt the generated workload to the available resources by changing the characteristics of the transmitted data stream, e.g., lowering the frame rate of a video stream. Such mechanisms
allow a smooth decrease in quality and are described in Section 7. Here, we discuss resource management techniques based on reservation and scheduling.

3.1 QoS Provisioning Steps and Components
In order to provide QoS by using resource reservation and scheduling, the following steps must he performed in turn at each system and component participating in the end-to-end application:
QoS specification: the workload (i.e., the amount of traffic) and the expected QoS (e.g., the delay)
must be specified to enahle the system to determine whether and which QoS can he provided.
CapaciQ fest and QoS calculation: When an application issues its QoS requirements, the admission
control of the system must check whether these demands can be satisfied taking existing reservations
into account. If so, the best-possible QoS which can be provided is calculated and the application is
given a certain QoS guarantee accordingly.
Reservation of resource capacities: According to the QoS guarantees given, appropriate resource
capacities, as, e.g., transmission or processing bandwidth, must be reserved.
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Enforneme,it of QoS guarantees: The guarantees must be enforced by the appropriate schehuling of
resource access. For instance, an application with a short guaranteed delay must be served piior to an
application with a less strict delay bound.
I

This functionality can be divided into two distinct phases. The Set-up phase (also called 'QoS negotiation') ccinsists of the first three steps. The specified QoS requirements are used for capacity test and
QoS cornputation which finally results either in resource reservation or in rejection of the reservation
attempt if the QoS cannot be met (due to a lack of resources). After the negotiation phase has Geen successfully completed, in the data transmission phase, the resources used to process the userdata are
scheduled with respect to the reserved resources (also called 'QoS enforcement').
If a caonnection-oriented approach for the provisioning of QoS during data transmission is used, the
QoS rzegotiation steps are typically part of the connection setup. If no connections but (soft-state based)
flows are used, these steps are performed as part of the flow setup, they mark nevertheless the beginning
of QoS Support for data transmission because no QoS can be provided without these reservation.
Overall, several resource management components interact to provide QoS assurance: Applications,
QoS traiislators, admission control, resource scheduler. Additionally, further components are needed,
for exaniple, a resource reservation protocol to communicate QoS specifications among participating
Systems and a resource monitor which measures the availability of resources and whether indeed the
promisetl QoS is provided.

3.2 QoS Classes and Layers
Several classes of QoS are typically distinguished, the extreme on one side is a hard "guaranteed QoS"
where the reservation is based on peak requirements, the other is the "best-effort" approach where no
reservation is made at all (and should therefore, at least with respect to QoS provisioning, better be
called "no-effort"). Between these exist various forms of weaker QoS (statistical, predictive) based on
average case and predicted assumptions. The hard QoS guarantee requires more resources and is, hence,
more costly, than the 'weaker' approaches. Yet, in the latter cases, resources may not be available when
needed for processing leading to worse quality.
The notion of QoS is very different at the various System layers. At the application layer, for
instance, QoS Parameters are based on media quality descriptions and requirements, e.g., for the workload parameters such as frame size (e.g., height, width, color specification) and frame rate may be used;
the end-1.0-end delay relates to the final presentation of data to the User and loss might be specified in
terms of 'visibility' to the User. In the network, the workload description consists of packet size and rate;
loss may be described using measures for bit error or packet error rate. Each of these layers needs the
QoS specified in its own terms which means that a mapping between them is necessary. While this mapping is an important issue for all networked multimedia applications, no overall solution has been found
yet, but only partial approaches for simple conversions, e.g., between transport and network layer, have
been devised.
In addition to this layer dependence, the notion of QoS is qualitative and quantitative. For example,
delay, throughput, rate, and buffer specificütions are quantitative parameters on different architectural
layers whereas interstream synchronization, ordered delivery and error recovery are qualitative parameters on different levels of abstractions. Some of the qualitative parameters, such as lip synchronization,
can be mapped to quantitative paranieters if User chürücteristics are taken into account.
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3.3 QoS Specification
In general, three QoS parameters are of main interest with respect to the transport of continuous-media
data: bandwidth, delay and reliabili~.
Bandwidth, as the most prominent QoS parameter, specifies how much data (maximum or average)
is to be transferred within the networked system. In general, it is not sufficient to specify the rate only in
terms of bits, as the QoS scheme shall be applicable to various networks as well as to general-purpose
end-systems. For instance, in the context of protocol processing, issues like buffer management, tirner
management, and the retrieval of control information play an important role. The costs of these operations are all related to the number of packets processed (and are mostly independent of the packet size),
emphasizing tbe importance of a packet-oriented specification of the data rate. Information about the
packetization can be given by specifying the maximum and the average packet size and the packet rate.
Delay as the second Parameter specifies the maximum delay observed by a data unit on an end-to-end
transmission. Reliability pertains to the loss and corruption of data. Loss probability and the method for
dealing with erroneous data should be specified.
All three QoS parameters are closely related: The smaller the overall bandwidth of a resource is
compared to its load, the more messages will be accumulated in front of it and the larger the buffers
need tobe to avoid loss. The larger the buffers become, the more likely messages need to wait to be serviced, that is, the larger the delay will get.
Jitter, the delay variante, is the fourth QoS parameter typically considered. It is the result from varying delays during processing and transmitting the data. It can be smoothed by buffering at the receiver
side which, however. increases the end-to-end delay.
The parameters used within the workload description specify what amorrrzt of data the source intends
to transmit. This must be viewed in the context of a workload model which specifies how the source
generates data and feeds it into the system. One example for a workload model is the Liireor Bounded
Arrival Process (LBAP) model [Cruz91]. In that it is assumed that the data to be sent as a stream of
packets is characterized by the three parameters:
S = maximum packet size,
R = maximum packet rate (i.e., maximum number of packets per time unit), and
W = maximum workahead.
The workahead parameter W allows for short-term violations of the rate R by defining that in any time
interval of duration t a t most W + t*R packets may arrive as part of a stream. Tbis is necessary to model
input devices that generate short bursts of packets, e.g., disk blocks that contain multiple multimedia
data frames, as also to account for any clustering of packets as tbey proceed towards their destination
(for work conserving systems).
When describing QoS demands, it is useful to specify an interval [required, desired] in which the
QoS provided by the system shall lie, i.e., a minimum QoS below which the application cannot run
properly and a maximum QoS that is needed by the application for returning a very good quality. In
comparison to the use of a single value for QoS demand specification such an interval provides for more
flexibility and, hence, increased acceptance probability.

3.4 Role of Resource Reservation Protocols
Besides the local resource management mechanisms at the participating end systems and routers. reservation protocols are needed to exchange and negotiate QoS requirements between these systems. These
demands are accumulated in a FlowSpec (Flow Specification). Reservation protocols perform no reservation of required resources themselves. They are only the vehicles to transfer information about
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resource requirements and to negotiate QoS values between the end-systems and the intermehiate network routers - they leave the reservation itself to local resource management modules. The initiator of a
resource reservation is not necessarily a sender in the enforcement phase. E.g., with RSVP the reservation initiator is the data receiver. Nevertheless, the network nodes need to know always the didection of
data flows for making reservations, e.g., for physical transmission lines with asymmetric cap city, and
generalky, for asymmetric reservations.
In Section 5, we will discuss such protocols and their use for end-to-end QoS provision in some
more detail.

a

3.5 Interoperation of the Involved Modules
The individual resource management Systems need not necessarily work identically. They must be able
to comniunicate using reservation protocols and should have a similar understanding of QoS specificalions to avoid errors which might occur if specifications are translated between various forms. The QoS
requirenients may be mapped to resources in different ways at distinct nodes. In order to maintain QoS,
subsystem builders establish a service policy. E.g., implementations might re-use the resource reservation mechanisms for, say, peak rate services until the definition of newer, say, VBR, services is finalized
and a viable policy has been investigated.

3.6 QoS Models
A wide-variety of QoS models and architectures has been developed, e.g., Tenet (at UC Berkeley and
ICSI) [BFMM94], HeiTSHeiRAT (at IBM ENC, Heidelberg) [VoHN931[VWHW97], QoS-A (at Lancaster University) [CaCH94], etc. In the following we briefly describe the approach followed in the
Intemet comrnunity due to its foreseen influence on the future use of the Intemet.

The Integrated Services (IntServ [RFC1633]) activity approaches, in relation with the work on the
RSVP protocol, a general solution for QoS guarantees in the future Intemet. The RSVP protocol is used
to transport FlowSpecs that adhere to lntserv rules. Two types of descriptions are used for the QoS specification: the traffic specification (TSpec) describes the behavior of a flow, and the service request specification (RSpec) describes the service requested under the condition that the flow adheres to the
restrictions of the TSpec.
On this basis, various services are defined. Currently, Guaranteed QoS and Controlled-Load service
are under investigation, others have been discussed but are not further studied at the rnoment.' The
specification of guaranteed QoS requests that the maximum end-to-end delay of a packet shall be
strictly limited to the given value in the RSpec, under the condition that the flow sticks to a certain traffic Pattern. In the average behavior it is limited by a token bucket rnodel, in peak behavior it is lirnited
by a peak rate Parameter p and an interval length T so that no more than p*T bytes are transrnitted in
any interval T, and in packet size it is restricted by a minirnum counted size m (all smaller packets are
considered to be of size m) and a maximum size M (all larger packets are considered to be a violation of
the contract). This specific service is supposed tobe useful for applications with hard real-time restrictions such as audio transmissions. If all hops of a communication path for which this service is

2. Unfortunately. the IntServ worhing group has not published results yet. The information given here is based on the following internet drafis: the service tcrnplate is prescnted in "Neiworh Elcrnent Servicc Specificatinn Templale", (S.Shenher, J. Wroclawski, Internet-Draft, Work in Progress), the guaranteed QoS in "Specificaiion of Guaranteed Quality of
Service" (C. Partridge, S . Shenkrr. R. Guerin, lnternei Draft. Wark in Progress), ihe controlled-load service in "Specification of the Controlled-Load Network Elcrnent Servicc" (J. Wroclawski, Iniernet Drafr, Work in Progress).
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requested accept the sewice request, it is also ensured that the communication is lossless because the
queue size reserved for the flow in each router can be set to the length Parameter of the token bucket.
The specification for controlled-load service requests that all network elements behave under any circumstances for a reserved flow (that descnbes its traffic characteristics) as they would for a best-effort
flow in a Situation of light load and without congestion. The TSpec for this service is identical to that of
the guaranteed QoS. An RSpec is not defined. The application of this service for multimedia communication is considered useful because multimedia applications such as some video conferencing Systems
have proven to work well on lightly loaded networks without reservations although they fail under
heavy load. For such applications, this service can be used to simulate conditions of light load.
For being used with RSVP, all of the service models based on the Intserv template have to provide a
comparison and merging function for their traffic and request specifications. This is necessary (firstly)
because of the Intserv model, in which flows can always have multiple sources that share resources.
Secondly, this is necessary because RSVP is a receiver-oriented protocol, which implies that individual
receivers may issue QoS requests that differ strongly from the requests of others but that have to be
merged at an intermediate hop.

4 Quality of Service in Communication Systems
4.1 Local-Area Networks
QoS can only be guaranteed in a networked environment if it is supported at the data link layer of a
communication System. The widespread Ethemet networks have never been able to guarantee any kind
of QoS due to the indeterminism of the CSMAICD approach towards sharing of network capacity. The
reason for this is that the collisions, wbich occur in the bus-based Ethemet if two Stations start sending
data on the shared line at the same time, lead to delayed service time. Although even the 10 Mbitls version can sustain one single high-quality (Main Layer - Main Profile) MPEG-2 video stream, an interference of data traffic to other end-systems on the same network cannot be prohibited. Using Ethemet
switches (Figure 2), instead of a bus-based topology, a star-wired network topology can be configured
where each link connects a single end-system to the switch. Then, collisions can only occur inside of
the switch and can be resolved by appropriate design of the switching unit. If an end-system participates
in two or more concurrent communication sessions, one transmission can be delayed or aborted. Hence,
the probability of collisions is reduced but guarantees cannot be given. A different approach would be to
avoid collisions by controlling the beginning of transmissions from each station, e.g., in software using
tightly synchronized clocks.

I,

Bus

shared line

/

I

Figrrre 2: Bus-based Ethernet vs. Switched Ethernet
Fast Ethernet exploits the same configuration as 10 Mbitls Ethernet and increases the bandwidth with
the use of new hardware in hubs and end-stations to 100 Mbitls but provides no QoS guarantees either.
Isochronous Ethernet (Integrated Voice Data LAN, IEEE 802.9) and Demand Priority Ethemet
(100Base-VG AnyLAN, E E E 802.12) can provide QoS, yet their market potential and influence are
questionable [Stue95].
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Token Ring networks with 4 Mbit/s and 16 Mbit/s and the similar 100 Mbit/s FDDI netWorks are
both capable to support QoS to some extent with the help of management applications for central
admission control. By exploiting the priority mechanisms of the Token Ring networks, a lirnited number of rnultimedia data streams can be delivered with a higher priority than the regular traffic
([VoHN93], [VWHW97]). The priority mechanism guarantees that the sender with the higher priority
can always acquire the token to send a frame, but it guarantees also that the token must be released for
use by the Station with the next lower priority after transmitting at most one frame of the maximum
MTU size. A similar approach is used by FDDI's synchronous mode.

4.2 Network Layer - the Internet Protocol
The provision of QoS has not been considered in IP Version 4, today's most important network layer
protocol. It is designed to provide flexible, self-repairing communication. The type-of-service field in
the IP header is typically unused; furthermore, the options in this field give more indications than
detailed information usable for QoS support. Overall, support for continuous media was not an issue at
the time of IP's design. A few details, however, have been included in the meantime. Multicast communication is provided by defining a set of multicast addresses in the IP address space. Multicast groups
are maiiitained by adding and removing IP addresses to and from the multicast group using IGMP
[RFCI 1121. A multicast-capable router uses link-layer multicast support to forward a packet or, if that
is not possible, forwards the data packet to multiple destinations.
Version 6 of IP, the successor to the current IPv4 protocol, does not contain QoS support by itself but
has been equipped with hooks which can be used by other means to Set up reservations. The concept of
a pseudoconnection, called Flow, is introduced which is a packet stream between sender and receivers.
Flows may be established by means external to IPv6, e.g., by a reservation protocol such as RSVP. The
header of each packet contains a Flow Label which can be used to identify for each packet to which
flow it belongs. After a router has determined the flow a packet belongs to, it can identify the QoS to be
supported and the resources allocated for its processing. In addition to the flow concept, IPv6 has a priority field which can be used by routers to process packets according to their urgency, e.g., high-priority
packets containing data of interactive applications are preferred over low-priority traffic.

4.3 Real-time Transport Protocol
One of the Internet protocols that can be used in conjunction with reservation models at the network
layer is the Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) [RFC1889]. RTP is an end-to-end protocol for the
transport of real-time data. An important application type supponed by RTP is multi-party conferencing
because of its support for synchronization. framing, encryption, timing and source identification. RTP
has its companion RTP Control Protocol (RTCP), which is used to interchange QoS and failure information between the QoS monitor applications in the end-systems.
RTP does not define any kind of QoS itself and does not provide re-ordering or retransmission of lost
packets. However, it provides a sequence number that enables the application using RTP to initiate such
steps. RTP is typically used directly on top of UDP/IP or on top of ST-2. In the former case, QoS can be
guaranteed by the use of RSVP's reservation mechanisms for the UDP datagrams. In such a combination, the RTP stack provides the information necessary to make educated guesses about the behavior of
the data stream based on RTP's knowledge of the data format. In addition to the hase RTP specification,
a number of companion documents exist that provide encapsulations for various continuous media formats such as M-JPEG or MPEG. Hence, RTP itself provides no real QoS support; it relies on other
appropriate protocols and mechanisms.
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4.4 Telecornrnunication Systems
Outside the Internet, wide-area multimedia communication is generally based on telecommunication
networks. Analog telephone systems play only a minor role in multimedia communication due to their
limited bandwidth. For wide-area connections, the bit failure rate in analog communications is exceptionally high, which may become fatal even for multimedia streams. Without these problems, the connection-oriented approach of telephony would be well-suited for multimedia communication.
ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network) is replacing analog telephony. at least in Europe and
East Asia. As the name states, its goals are to provide for the integration of various services besides telephony. The bandwidth definitions for ISDN are made according to SDH (Synchronous Digital Hierarchy). The smallest data channel in this hierarchy is the B-channel with a fixed guaranteed data rate of 64
kbitls - this way, an audio sample is transmitted every 125ps. The data transmission is frame-oriented
with variable-length frames. In contrast to the Internet protocols, ISDN uses out-of-band signalling as
usual in telephony. The D-channel provided for that signalling offers a data rate of 16 kbitls. The signalling traffic often does not fully occupy the D-channel. The spare capacity is used for additional data
transmission services, but with lower priority than for signalling.
The basic rate access for telephony in Europe brings two B-channels and a D-channel to the endUser. An arbitrary number of end systems can be connected to the network terminator, but only 10 can
be addressed individually. Point-to-multipoint connections are supported for B-channels. Multiplexing
multiple connection on a single B-channel is not supported, restricting the number of simultaneous data
connections to two. Additional data packet services via the D-channel remain available even when both
B-channels are in use. A guaranteed throughput of up to 128 kbitls can be achieved by combining the
two B-channels.
The primary rate access can be used to increase the number of parallel connections or to support a
higher data rate. In Europe it Comes with 30 B-channels, one D-channel for signalling and one channel
for synchronization, each offering a data rate of 64 kbitls. Some combinations of B-channels are supported to form a single channel providing for a higher throughput. The HO-channel at 384 kbitls is typically used for commercial video conferencing systems that are based on ISDN. The combination of all
30 B-channels of a primary rate access into a single channel with a throughput of 1920 kbitls is also
supported and is named H12-channel.
Because of the connection-oriented approach with guaranteed throughput and low loss rates, ISDNbased long-distance video-conferencing is actually more common today than conferencing over computer networks. But ISDN is supposed t o b e only one step on the way to better service integration and
higher data rates in the future Broadband-ISDN (B-ISDN). The technological basis for this is ATM
(Asynchronous Transfer Mode) technology.
The development of ATM is motivated by the merge of the Computer networks and the telecommunications approaches towards multimedia comniunication. Two groups work on the stnndardization of
ATM: the ITU-T, which is the international standardization organization for telecommunication, and the
ATM Forum, which is a consortium of industrial and research organizations. Where data communication issues are concemed, the ATM Forum is currently the standardization committee with the higher
relevance. It can be expected that the ITU-T aligns its work with the proposals of the ATM Forum. Consequently, in case there are differences between the definitions of ITU-T and ATM FON^, the
npproaches of the latter are presented in this Paper.
ATM is connection-oriented and uses a smnll-size basic unit called cell. ATM does not ensure that no
cells are lost, yet it guarantees that the cell order is alwnys maintained in n connection. QoS is conceptually negotinted between three entities: the calling party (initiator of the connection), the network and the
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called party. The calling party requests a connection to the called party with a SETUP messagein which
it provides its QoS requirements to the network and to the called party.
The QoS parameters supported for ATM connections (which use identically-sized cells) differ
slightly from those that are considered in networks that are based on variable-length packets. 'fhe ATM
!
parameters are:
Sustainable rate: The minimum number of cells per seconds that must be supported by thd network
for the entire length of a connection.
Peak rate: The number of cells that must be expected at each node in the network in rapid succession
(one burst).
Maximum burst length: The length of an interval in which at most one burst must be expected by a
network node.
Cell loss ratio: The maximum rate of lost or corrupted cells that an application can accept for a connection.
Maximum end-to-end delay: The restnction on the sum of all waiting times that each cell can spend
in the queues between the sender and the receiver of the cell.
Maximum cell delay variation: The maximum difference in end-to-end transmission time that two
cells of a connection can experience.
The models that have been applied in the ATM area to guarantee QoS have changed greatly during the
developrnent of ATM. While the ITU specified 4 service classes in [I.362], the definition that is relevant
for current implementations is provided by the ATM Forum. It can be found in version 4.0 of the ATM
Traffic Management Specification [AtmF96]. Five service categories are distinguished:
UBR
- unspecified bit-rate
ABR
- available bit-rate
nrt-VBR - non-real-time variable bit-rate
rt-VBR - real-time variable bit-rate
- constant bit-rate
CBR
The distinction of the two best-effort service categories UBR and ABR is not intuitively clear. The UBR
service imposes the weakest requirements on the network. It is appropriate for all non-real-time applications that emit discrete blocks of data without relevant restrictions on the end-to-end delay or jitter. To
provide such a service, it is not necessary to allocate any resources for the entire life-time of a connection. Similarly, no information on delay, jitter or loss requirements are negotiated. It may be a good
choice to provide a peak rate value for a connection although it is not necessary for using this service.
This specific value is used by the user-to-network interface for shaping the traffic to stay below this
limit. If the requested peak rate is accepted by the network, it guarantees that all nodes in the network
can handle the succession of cells that is inserted into the network. An excessive cell loss by overloading of an intermediate node of the network is prevented by this practice.
The ABR service is a modification of the UBR service: it has been specifically designed to minimize
loss and to provide fairness among connections. In order to do this, the network applies a rate-based
feedback flow control mechanism, which works as a throttle at the sender side of a connection. Depending on aspects such as the application and the network configuration, this service may offer a better flow
control mechanism in an ATM environment than an end-to-end window-based flow control mechanism.
The third non-real-time service, nrt-VBR, requires the specification of a sustainable rate and a peak
rate for a data stream as well as a loss rate. For this service, the implementation in the switches is not
supposetl to be optimized for delay or jitter reduction. The rate specification is included at connection
setup time to improve packet loss and the end-to-end delay. The reason for this is that making a reserva-
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tion for a connection without real-time demands preserves some bandwidth from being allocated by
another reservation. The switch must adhere to the traffic contract and must process the cells in the
queue before an overnin can occur. Otherwise, the switch would violate the loss requirements specified
in the contract. Thus, the overall delay experienced by the application is limited although no specific
delay requirements are specified in the traffic contract.
Two service classes are available for transmission of time-critical data: rt-VBR and CBR. The CBR
service has been Part of the service descriptions from the initial designs of the ITU. It exists for the
transmission of data with real-time requirements which is generated by sources that insert a continuous
stream without relevant bursts into the network. This kind of traffic can be described easily by a fixed
rate that remains the same for the connection period. Further parameters in the QoS specification are the
acceptable loss rate, the maximum end-to-end delay and the maximum jitter.
Rt-VBR has been specified by the ATM Fonim for those applications with real-time requirements
which would reserve excessive amounts of bandwidth if they would use the CBR service. For example,
this is the case in a conferencing system that applies a variable bit-rate encoding such as Motion JPEG.
Since some loss is acceptable in such a scenario, statistical multiplexing schemes can be applied in the
switches for this service category. At connection setup time, the application can specify its requirements
in some or all of the supported parameters: acceptable loss, maximum delay and jitter, sustainable rate:
peak rate and maximum burst size. In case that the application does not accept any loss, the only difference from using the CBR service is that UBR and ABR connections can be accepted by the network in
addition to a full leid of CBR and rt-VBR connections. In contrast to the CBR service, a difference
between sustainable and peak rate allows the calculation of remaining throughput that can he used for
non-real-time connections.
Currently under discussion are various services that support re-negotiation of QoS. Renegotiütion
means that after a connection is established and an initial QoS is guaranteed, the network is üble to handle end-system requests which ask for a modification of the provided QoS. The reason for the introduction of such an ability is the fact that traffic characteristics in real-time applications may change over
time. If these changes are predictable but large (e.g., this is the case for a stored movie with Scene
changes), a reservation hased on the initial service categories is always excessive, at least in its peak rate
reservation. If these changes are not predictahle (e.g in a conferencing scenario), the initial reservations
may be either excessive or too low. In both cases, a renegotiation mechanism can reduce excessive resewations for the entire time that a connection exists. The approaches that are currently under discussion
in the ATM Fonim are labelled RCBR and RVBR, respectively. Even if such services will be specified,
the original CBR traffic will still remain important because some applications exist that can not accept
that a renegotiation towards higher resource demands fails. For these applications, the CBR sewice is
the only viable choice.

5 Resource Reservation Issues
Intemet services have historically alwüys been connectionless, fair, and unreliable on a hop-by-hop
basis hecause of IP's philosophy ünd charücteristics. The discussion whether reservation is necessary or
not has been going on for many years. The defendrrs of reservation mechanisms point out the pros for
the User in terms of reliability and individual throughput. They argue that multimedia traffic cannot be
supported in today's networks and that this is a problem that needs new technical solutions.
The critics of reservation pointed out that bandwidth will shortly be large enough to accommodate
all network traffic without congestion, that reservation makes the Intemet unfair, or that reservation
mechanisms lead to waste of resources (that are reserved but unused). This specific Set of arguments has
been silenced in the last few years due to the explosion of the Intemet in the private and commercial
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sector, which has turned into unexpected increase in traffic and thus, congestion. It seems nov/ that any
kind of bandwidth that can be provided in the visible future will be drained by the new servicek without
a reduction of congestion.
The more viable argument seems to be the assumption that reservation mechanisms based o Internet
protocols will become redundant because all long-range traffic will be handled by ATM etworks.
which define their own reservation mechanisms. Unfortunately for this argument, many exi ting networks of the Internet are not ATM networks but will continue to exist for some time. If a rese vation in
an ATM or any other backbone should be made for an application with end-systems attached ko a nonATM network, this still requires non-ATM protocols for the communication.
In Section 3 we already described the components involved and the basic steps performed in order to
provide QoS support using resource reservation. In this section, we discuss the basics of reservation
protocols which are used to exchange information about resource requirements and desired QoS.

!
!

5.1 Reservation of Resources
The decision whether an incoming reservation can be accepted is made within the admission control
module of the resource management. The resource management must internally maintain the overall
state of the node's resources as well as Store sufficient information of the original requests to be able to
release and modify reservations later (on request, in case of preemption, or in case of an unannounced
breakdown). While requests dealing with only one data stream can be handled by the admission control
of the network node, the interaction of more than one stream is subject to policy control where precedence among streams are considered, e.g., streams may be preempted in presence of resource requests
of higher priority.
The node must map the functions of the supported reservation protocols onto the internal representation of tlie network node's resource management system. Furthermore, it needs such functions as activity monitoring, extracting information from the routing module, adding/removing an end-system to/
from an active stream or modifying the characteristics of a stream. Parts of these are protocol-dependent
functions, e.g., adding an end-system to a stream.
It would be beneficial if a node's resource management system would not be tied to a specific reservation protocol, but if various protocols could be used easily. e.g.. employing a particular protocol for a
specific application scenario. In theory, resource reservation and scheduling are indeed protocol-independent activities. Yet, the model chosen for the characterization of the workload influences the services which can be offered, and today's reservation protocols are not completely independent of such
models. Therefore, it is not possible at the moment to support different reservation protocols within one
node unless the basic models and assumptions used within the protocols are quite similar.

5.2 Reservation Styles
Reservation is applicable in many areas of communication. Depending on the particular application, the
reserved stream may involve two or more parties which can be organized in one of the following
approaches:
Single Sender / Single Receiver (Unicast)
Single Sender / Multiple Receivers (1:n Multicast)
Multiple Senders / Multiple Receivers (m:n Multicast)
The latter two approaches are combined with the notion of group concept. The single 1:n multicast
leads to a multicast tree. If rn different Systems want to send data, rn different rriulticast trees must be
established, Ieading to considerable effort in the network nodes and communication paths. If now only a
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few of these m sources actually transmit data, say k (k<m), only resources for k instead of m trees are
needed. Hence, the m:n multicast allows for a better sharing of resources by establishing the routes for
m independent multicast trees but reserving the capacity for at most k concurrent transmissions. A similar sharing could be achieved by a stream grouping scheme, where the membership within a particular
group must be announced during the tree establishment.
A difference among current reservation protocols is the direction in which the reservation occurs,
whether it is sender-oriented, receiver-oriented or neither. Sender-oriented means that the sender of the
data is the entity that initiates the reservation setup. Therefore, the sender must know the receiver
addresses for the reservation setup. In contrast to this, in the receiver-oriented approach the receivers
must know the address of the data source. The sender may have no knowledge of the participating
receivers; the availability of this information for the sender is often not necessary but might be useful
for some applications. Furthermore, information about the resources that are required for the data transmission must be given to the receivers to enable them to perform adequate reservations. Finally, the reservation might be considered as a network management issue done by a third party operating as a
mediator between the senders and receivers; this entity must be informed about senders, receivers and
QoS specifications and is a uncommon approach.
The sender is the entity which starts the overall setup process in the sender-oriented as well as in the
receiver-oriented approach; this is obvious for the former case, in the latter case, as stated above, the
sender must give sufficient information about the data streams to the network and to the receivers to
enable them to perform appropriate reservations. Hence, the difference is more when the reservation is
Set, in the sender-oriented approach this is done on the first pass (from sender towards receiver), in the
receiver-oriented approach it is performed during the second pass (from receiver towards end er).^ This
leads to a trade-off of (i) blocking some resources on the first pass which will be released on the second
pass versus (ii) encountering a certain reservation rejection probability because someone else might
have reserved all resources in the meantime between the first and the second pass.
It is an important issue whether management tasks, e.g., adding a receiver to a multicast tree, are performed in a central or in a distributed manner because it affects the scalability of the System. Sender-oriented reservation can lead to'substantial management workload at the sender if a large number of
receivers participate in the transmission and generate control messages to be processed by the sender
such as 'join' or 'leave' operations. This problem restricts the scalability of sender-oriented reservations
to small-to-medium size. As a solution, sender- and receiver-oriented reservations can be combined,
e.g., the reservation starts with a reservation for some receivers, later, additional receivers who Want to
join the transmission can be added at routers without involvement of the sender [DHHS94].
A reservation protocol can be tightly coupled to a specific protocol used for data transmission and
require that reservation setup precedes data transmission. Altematively, the transmission may be independent of reservation setup. The former approach is a typical connection-oriented communication. The
latter approach promises more flexibility. yet, it must nevertheless be possible to extract information
from the packets which can then be used to determine the reserved resources for scheduling purposes.
This approach is followed by RSVP which exploits information from IP packets, yet, IP can also be
used without any reservation made by RSVP.

3. The 'One-Pass With Advertising' approach [ShBr95] is subsumed here under the [wo-pass approach where the first
pass distributes information only but performs no reservation.
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6 Reservation in Communication Systems

i

1

The previous section addressed the principle issues of reservations. Now we describe two resoirces reservation protocols which have been defined within the Internet community and also ATM's approach to
resource reservation.

6.1 Stream Protocol

I
!

ST-2+ (Stream Protocol Version 2+) [RFC1819] is a connection-oriented reservation and transmission
protocol. It forms a sender-oriented. unreliable, multicast protocol which supports the uni-directional
delivery of data from the initiator of the stream (the connection) to all receivers of the stream (hence, a
1:n multicast). QoS is negotiated through the exchange of FlowSpecs between all nodes participating in
a stream (sender, routers, and receivers). Once a connection is established, the sender may Start sending
data; transmission without connection setup is not possihle (IP is not used for data transmission). The
negotiated QoS and the multicast tree can be modified later. A receiver can leave the tree or the sender
may drop a receiver; more receivers can be added by the sender and via receiver-oriented stream joining. To provide heterogeneous QoS to different receivers, a filtering approach as discussed in Section
7.2 could be used; yet, this is not defined in the basic protocol specification. To support m:n multicast
scenarios, the notion of groups of streams has heen defined - sharing bandwidth, routes, subnetwork
resources or 'fate' (which means that if one stream is preempted in a node, all other should also be terminated). Yet, the specification for actual group mechanisms is only limited.
ST-2+ (and its predecessor ST-2) have been used for experiments and within some products in the
first half of the nineties. A different reservation protocol, RSVP, found broad industry support since that
time. Therefore, the importance and use of the ST protocols diminished.

6.2 Resource Reservation Protocol
The Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) [ZDES+93] is a reservation protocol in the Internet suite
which is used to transport FlowSpecs (that adhere to Intserv d e s ) between resource managers. RSVP
adds reservation to the existing and up-coming Internet protocols (IPv4 and IPv6) and relies on those
protocols for the interchange of data. Although the primary background of RSVP can be Seen within
conferencing applications, its integration with the IntServ activity of the IETF demands that i t solves
the requirements of other applications and it is considered as a general solution for reservation inside
the IntServ activities. Here we give only a hrief overview about the concepts of RSVP and comment on
its suitability for multimedia communication; a more detailed description of RSVP is given in another
paper in this issue.
In RSVP, reservations are made for 'flows' which are identified by address information in the IPv4
header or by a flow labe1 in the IPv6 header. During data transfer, a router which receives a packet
checks to which flow it belongs and schedules the packet transmission in accordance with the reservation setup for that flow.
Instead of hard state controlled mainly by connection-setup and -release, RSVP keeps soft staie. This
state is setup by reservation messages as well, hut it must be refreshed hy reservation updates periodically, otherwise, if no such update is received for a while, the reservation times-out and the allocated
resources are released.
RSVP's receiver groups may be large, and both the addition and removal of senders and receivers is
supported. Filter specifications can be Set to define which sender's packets can use the reservations
made for a flow, hence, resources may be shared among senders. With the first versions of the RSVP
specification it was also possihle to define filters which could adapt the amount of data transmitted for a
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flow (forwarding the parts which matched a specified Pattern and dropping the rest), this feature has
been removed in later versions.
Reservations are made in a receiver-oriented style in RSVP - reservation requests are sent from a
receiver of a flow towards a set of senders. In order to provide receivers with information about the
flows which they Want to receive and hence, to make appropriate reservations for that, senders advertise
such information in a PATH message sent to all potential receivers. An end-system interested in that
flow generates a RESV message (with a FlowSpec containing information about the desired QoS and the
filter specification) which travels towards the sender along the reverse path of the PATH message. FlowSpecs can be merged in a router, e.g., if appropriate reservations from multiple receivers are requested.
For this, a function must be provided that allows a network node to compute a FlowSpec that is larger
than both of two given FlowSpecs.
Network nodes must store a large amount of information about RSVP flows such as the timers for
each receiver of each flow which indicate when a reservation expires, the FlowSpecs of all receivers
along with the incoming interface to calculate changes in a receiver's FlowSpec or to release resources
in case of time-out or tear down, the merged FlowSpecs for each outgoing interface to identify when a
change in a FlowSpec has an effect on an upstream network node, and the filtering information specified
by each receiver for the source selection within a flow.
With RSVP each receiver decides itself how large a resewation it needs based on its own characteristics and requirements. This can lead to different reservations from independent receivers. Such heterogeneous reservations have often be remarked as an important feature of RSVP. Support for
heterogeneity is necessary if multiple receivers with varying requirements or capabilities patticipate in a
multicast session and where each receiver should get the best possible quality. Then different resource
capacities must be resewed on the different paths towards these receivers. Yet, this must be combined
with heterogeneity of the amount of transmitted data because a receiver is not interested in a reservation
by itself. Received data and reservations are just means to get the data delivered at the right time. Therefore, to support heterogeneity, it must be specified which data should be forwarded and which should be
dropped. Otherwise 'random' packet dropping might occur which can make the overall data stream useless, for example, the received data is worthless if always the I-frames of a MPEG video stream are discarded. Unfortunately, RSVP does not provide mechanisms for such a data di~crimination.~
Probably,
most receiving applications will use the flow characteristics distributed by the sender on the first pass
(resp. the advertising pass) for their reservation requests. Thus, the offered form of heterogeneity is
unlikely but Comes at the cost that merging must be supported by routers which increases the overall
complexity.
Reservation requests in RSVP can fail even if the sender of a request is informed of its success. This
is an effect of the combination of receiver-orientation and flow merging of reservations. If a second resewation request arrives at a hop on which a first resewation is already established, and the first reservation reserved a superset of the second one, the second reservation is considered successful, even if the
first reservation has not yet been fully established up to the sender of the flow. If the first reservation
fails at a later time: an error message is distributed to the receivers.
Communication System QoS support using reservations can only be successful (at least for deterministic guarantees) if the data transmission uses exactly the same route on which the reservations have
been made (at least as long as no failure occurs). Thus, opportunistic re-routing - route changes due to
slightly better metrics but which are not necessary - must be inhibited, i.e., 'route pinning' must be
done, affecting the operation of IP. Route pinning has been discussed several tinies within the RSVP
4. As said above, the filters for adapting a flow have been removed from the protocol specification.
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working group and is currently not provided. Therefore, a hard QoS guarantee cannot be given by
RSVP.
Broken link failures are not handled by RSVP itself, but by IP which is used by RSVP for data transmission. In the case of a link outage, IP tries to find a different route for data forwarding which means
that a 'route flapping' occurs. Data can now continue to flow via this alternative route. yet without QoS
guarantee because no reservations have been made so far on that path. With the next exchangd of PATH
and R E s V messages, reservations will be made along the new path (if sufficient resources Ire available). The reservations which have been set on the old path will be kept and the resources will Gtay allocated until they expire or until an explicit tear down is made (blocking unnecessarily resources for some
time). If the link failure is only temporary and the route flaps back again then the data transmission can
be served with QoS support immediately as long as the resources have not been released already.

6.3 ATM Reservation
In the connection-oriented ATM architecture, reservations are performed in two steps. First, the connection is negotiated between the originator of a connection, the targets and the network. Secondly, the
resource guarantees are managed at each node of the network individually and any changes are adapted
to the amount of resources that are made available to those connections that do not have a fixed reservation.
To establish a connection, the calling party specifies the resource requirements as described in Section 4.4 and it passes the request to the network. The Call Admission Control of the network determines
whether the QoS requested by the calling party can be guaranteed at each intermediate node in the network. In actual implementations, each node checks the available resource capacity. It decides to permit
or refuse the new connection depending on its service class. For example, a new call in the UBR service
category can be accepted immediately, whereas a call in the ABR service category will result in a reduction of available throughput to other connections in this category. Therefore, it initiates a notification to
all participants in active connections of that category. If the traffic in this service category exceeds the
availablt: resources, flow control mechanism are applied to throttle down all connections in the ABR
category. Similarly, calls that require fixed reservations, such as a call in the CBR category, are accepted
only if the resources can be guaranteed. In such a calculation, no unreserved resources for best-effort
connections are put aside. If such a reaction is not possible, the new call is refused, other connections
are not modified.
When a connection is established, a traffic shaper at the User side of the user-network interface controls the insertion of cells into the network, and the Usage Parameter Control (UPC) at the network side
monitors the traffic which is generated at the sending station. Violations of the traffic contract by
exceeding the negotiated cell rite or jitter are punished by tagging the non-conforming cells, which permits the UPC and all consecutive nodes along the path to drop them. An algorithm is used to specify a
reference for the separition operition of the traffic shaper (in the end station) and the UPC entity (traffic
policer at the network side at the UNI). The traffic shaper should not generate cells faster than allowed
by the algorithm, otherwise they can be dropped or tagged by the traffic policer. To cope with the jitter
at the insertion point, a network should define a fixed small Cell Delay Variation (CDV) tolerance. The
traffic policer should not tag or discard cells arriving later than specified hy this algorithm. The algorithm is known as Generic Ce11 Rute Algorithm (GCRA). It can be seen as a continuous-state Leaky
Bucket Algorithm.
Furthermore, the reservations are supervised by the individual nodes in the network. Whereas early
implementations of ATM switches handled all traffic in a FIFO manner, newer implementations apply a
policy of isolation and sharing. Queueing at the input ports is untypical for the current generution of
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ATM switches. Cells are queued at the output ports, and the policy is applied only to these queues. At
such an output port, two queues can be used to handle two different priority levels in order to isolate the
real-time traffic from the non-real-time trafiic. This provides a partial isolation of the two very different
classes of data. If both variable bit-rate classes are supported and they are handled by different algorithms for statistical multiplexing in the switch, then these two priorities are not sufficient. Instead, two
additional queues are required to isolate the VBR cases from each other. In this way. each service class
can be handled independently of the other, and resources are not wasted, since bandwidth and queue
length are dynamically re-ailocated for ail queues. For real-time services, a large bandwidth allocation
and a short queue are appropriate to minimize delay and jitter. For the unspecified bit-rate service, a low
priority, a small bandwidth ailocation and a longer queue are appropriate to exploit any intervai that is
not used by another service. To ensure a useful partition of bandwidth among the queues, various algorithms for fair queueing have been examined for ATM switches. They are used to assign a greater
amount of service time to the queues that sewe the more time-critical sewice classes, while the less
time-critical classes are allowed to exploit all remaining time. Further information on the specific fair
queueing aigorithms that are considered for use in ATM networks can be found in, e.g., [Go194],
[Zhang90] and [FlJa95].

7 Adaptive Mechanisms
Compression algorithms used in popular audiovisual encoding methods lead to continuous-media
streams with variable bit-rates (VBK). Especially for conversational applications, these VBR requirements cannot be levelled out by preprocessing due to the timing constraints of these applications. This
can potentially lead to a data rate mismatch between producer and consumer of the data. Furthermore,
the support for resource management in general and for VBR streams in particular is rarely implemented in commercial products today. If support is missing altogether, applications can not make any
resewations. If VBR Support is missing, applications may perform CBR instead of VBR reservations,
but worst case assumptions must be made in that case, which implies an overbooking. This leads to partially unused capacity and high costs. Several applications such as conferencing can deai with varying
transmission bandwidth if appropriate mechanisms are employed. In this section we discuss such mechanisms which adapt the application's requirements and behavior to the available resources.
7.1 Scaling
Adaptive methods address the problem of missing or inappropriate resource management mechanisms
by changing the amount of data transferred from the origin to the target over time. To perform the adaptation, a feedback control loop is introduced - the load state of network and local end-system resources
are monitored and if significant changes occur, appropriate actions must be taken. For example. large
delay and high loss is experienced if the network is overloaded, so the generated load must be reduced,
e.g., by using a coarser coding of the input data.
The reduction can be achieved in various ways: by explicit communication between receiver and
sender (the receiver informs the sender to slow down), completely in the network on a hop-by-hop
basis, or by feedback from congested network nodes to the sender. Multiple Systems have been developed for such scaling especially in the unicast case. [GiGu91] and [KaMR93], for instance. regulate the
sender codec to adapt the amount of transmitted data, [JSTS92] describes a Special queuing mechanism
to adapt the bandwidth allocated by videos sent across packet-switched networks; and [HoSF93]
addresses network feedback to the sender to avoid congestion in networks that cannot be supported
properly by resource management.
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Implementing scaling mechanisms within each single application forces programmers to bonstnict
their own mechanisms. Further, it leads to interworking problems between applications in case of several streams being scaled simultaneously and raises questions about fairness and balancing between
streams. These problems can be solved by 'middleware' approaches (e.g., [KaWo94]) where media
scaling inethods are integrated into a general system Support for multimedia (such as the Myiltimedia
System Services defined by the IMA (Inieractive Multimedia Association)).

i
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7.2 Filtering

Sending feedback from receiver to sender infonns the latter about the requirements of the receiver. Yet,
how can a situation be handled where several multicast receivers require different amounts or different
encodings of data from the sender? This can be the case, for example, if the network capabilities to or
the processing capacities of the receivers vary. Such a Scenario of heterogeneous receivers can be supported iii multimedia applications by using filtering mechanisms where an intennediate network node
changes the amount of transmitted information.
Filters can be introduced as a general concept (as proposed in, e.g., [Pasq93]) allowing for arbitrary
operations on multimedia data in any part of the network. Such filters can, for example, be used to transfonn one encoding format to another, e.g., from ADPCM to PCM audio coding, which is useful if endSystems have different encoding requirements. Although the generality of the model is appealing, it can
lead to several problems: long processing times may increase communication delays, security aspects
may prohibit Users from down-loading code for arbitrary filters into routers (limiting the approach to
predefined filters), and not all intermediate nodes, for example ATM switches, may be suited to provide
the required processing capabilities. To avoid (or at least reduce) some of these problems, e.g., placing
potentially large processing loads on intennediate nodes, such operations could be performed by specialized nodes in the network.
A simpler filtering approach is that an intermediate node removes parts of the data and forwards only
a subset of the full information, which is finally presented to the end User on the receiving side. Thus,
the source always emits a full stream, but the stream may be adapted to a stream with lower quality.
Figure 3 shows such a filtering tree.
Delivered Substreams
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Figure 3: Substream Filtering.
The encoding of the full stream at the origin can follow one of two approaches:
In independently coded streams, higher-quality parts are substitutions for lower-quality parts. For
example, one substream S I may contain complete images of the size a*b and another substream S2
may contain complete images of the size Za"2b. To choose a different quality means to choose a different substream.
In hierarchically encoded multimedia streams, higher-quality parts are additions to the lower-quality
parts. For example, one substream SI may contain images of the size a*b and another substream S2
may contain all addirionul pixels that extend the fomat to 2a12b. To present data in the highest quality, both substreams must be presented.
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The independent coding of streams can lead to inefficiency due to the resulting overhead of transmitting
'similar' data multiple times (often called simulcast). The hierarchical coding avoids this, yet, it can be
more complex because several parts must be combined to have the full information available. Further, it
requires that the full stream has been encoded into a hierarchy of information layers, as is for instance
possible with MPEG-2. Then two approaches can be followed for the hierarchical coding.
In the first approach: the application splits the data into streams and sends them independently. This
has been described in various Papers as in [DHHH94], where ST-2 is additionally used to reserve
resources for the base layers, or as in [BTSW94] and [ChGu96]. where a similar approach using an IP
multicast group for each layer has been taken. A refinement of this is the use of error detection within
the receiver-driven layered multicast approach as described in [McJV96]. Receivers start out to receive
the base layer and add further enhancement layers until they have either subscribed to all layers or until
they experience packet loss. In the latter case, they remove the less important layers again. This way,
receivers search for the optimal level of subscription. And, due to the pmning mechanisms of IP multiCast, only layers for which a subscription exists in a particular area of the Intemet are forwarded into
that area. Furthermore, these mechanisms can but must not be combined with resource reservation, e.g.,
reservations using RSVP could be established for some of the layers. A potential drawback is that the
independent transmission of the layers can lead to differing delays among the layers (e.g., due to the use
of different routes or priorities) which may cause synchronization problems because some layers
depend on others. While this is probably not a serious problem today, it may become an issue in future
if a large number of layers is used, e.g., due to new object-based coding schemes such as MPEG-4. And
it is not possible to have any resource sharing among layers without additional grouping mechanisms.
In the second approach, such problems are inhibited. Here, the application transmits one stream, but
describes the structure of the stream (e.g., as part of the FlowSpec), allowing receivers to specify filters
which strip off information not to be transmitted to that receiver [WoHD95]. This dropping is perfomed by a filter in a network node. Since the relations between the parts are known within the network, sharing effects might potentially be gained. However, this scheme is more complex because it
requires that packets are identifiable and that the streams and their relationship are specified.

8 Reservation in Advance
The resource management systems described above, offer functions which allow the reservation of
resources for a time interval which starts with the reservation attempt and which lasts for an unspecified
time. For several application scenarios this model of immediate reservations is not appropriate. Consider, for instance. a virtual meeting room (conferencing) scenario supported by multimedia systems,
where perhaps weeks in advance of the actual 'meeting', it must be ensured that sufficient resources to
hold the conference are available. To support these 'virtual meeting room' scenarios the resource reservation System must offer mechanisms to reserve in advance the resources needed for the conference,
i.e., certain capacities of networks, routers, and end-system resources. Resource Reservation in
Advance (ReRA) is not only needed for conferencing but for other scenarios such as video-on-demand
as well. In general, if resource reservation is needed. then ReRA must be provided as we11.~However,
several issues must be resolved before ReRA will find widespread support; here we can only address
some of these issues and solution approaches for them. It might even be that the required overhead is
too large to pay off (it might be more cost effective to reduce the blocking probability by over-provisioning resources).

5. If there is a noticeable reservatiori hlocking prohahility.
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8.1 Characterization and Model

Reservations can be classified based on two key factors [WDSS+95]: ( I ) whether the resoprces are
exploited at reservation time, and (2) whether the reservation duration is known at reservation time. Traditional resource management Systems (non-ReRA) assume that the resources are immedialely used
after they have been successfully reserved and no assumptions are made on the duration of th reservations. A ReRA scheme, on the contrary, is characterized by deferred resource usage and reser ations of
known cluration (which might possibly be extended). In case of immediate usage and known duration,
either scheme can be realized.
Then the ReRA scheme consists of two parts (see also Figure 4): (1) the resource reservation in
advance and (2) the usage of the reserved resources. In the first part, the client specifies its request, i.e.,
it gives a workload specification and defines the begin and duration of the reservation. The second
phase begins shortly before the client intends to exploit its reservation. The cIient contacts the service
provider to demand the previously reserved resources. Then the client exploits its reservation by making
use of the reserved resources. Once a session is established, the participants may either finish earlier
(than previously reserved) or they may Want to extend the time. The first case is simple; resources can
be freed and made available for other applications. However, in the second case, if the application duration is to be extended, the system may or may not have a sufficient amount of resources to serve the
application with the necessary QoS. If enough resources are available, the service should not be intermpted and the application should be provided with the means to extend its previous reservation. If
insufficient resources are available. the system may still attempt to serve the application on a best-effort
basis with a degradation in the QoS.
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Figure 4: Reservation in Advance Steps.

8.2 Distribution of Announcement Information
In addition to the information about stream characteristics which are exchanged via resource reservation
protocols such as RSVP (cf. Section 6), information about the date of the stream starr and even basically
the knowledge about its existente time must be distributed as well. Such information is today usually
distributed via other means than those later used for the application; for example, the invitation to join a
multi-user phone conference is given to the potential participants by contacting each Person independently via a point-to-point phone call. In the Inremet, the sd or sdr programs are often used for such notifications if the event is Open and can be joined by anyone who is interested.
The information about announcements can be handled by a 'user agent' which is similar to the User
agent of a mail system. It provides the interface for the User to handle resource reservations in advance.
An incoining invitation to a multimedia application (to be started sometime in the future) is presented to
the user, who can acknowledge or reject the invitation. Using this agent, Users can also start reservation
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attempts themselves. The User agent should provide the ability to automatically Start the application at
the scheduled staning time of the data stream, i.e., just before the conference begins. ([WoSt97])
8.3 Failure Situations

With ReRA, in addition to the handling of failures in the negotiation phase and the usage phase, care
must be taken of failures that may occur between these phases, i.e., after a reservation has been made
but before it is used. First, the reservation state stored at end-systems and intermediate nodes might be
needed for long time periods. State information must be stored in non-volatile Storage. This is not only
necessary as a protection against failures, hut also because any node may be restarted regularly between
the phases, e.g., for maintenance. Alternatively, similar to the approach followed by RSVP, the reservation may be refreshed from time-to-time. As the actual usage time approaches, refresh messages are
sent more often [DKPS95]. The drawback of this approach is that reservations which have been Set
might be lost during a system outage and cannot be reset hecause others have occupied the resources in
the meantime.
Furthermore, as opposed to failures occurring during data transmission, no client is mnning when a
node notices a failure. The failure itself might, however, not be detected at the failing node but only at a
neighbor which has only partial information ahout the reservation state stored at the node. The reservation system must provide means to inform the clients explicitly about the failure situation and whether
or not it can be resolved in time and the application must be able to query the correctness and availability of the reservation before it Starts its usage phase.
An interesting proposal to handle these cases is described in [ScPi97] where a third Party, a reservation agent, keeps track of set reservations and manages potentially occurring failures even if the endsystems are not running.

8.4 Example for a Reservation in Advance
To illustrate the steps performed as part of a reservation in advance, a short and simplifying example is
presented in this paragraph. After all potential participants have been informed about the upcoming
event and expressed their interest in that (by 'external' means or an announcement system as discussed
in Section 8.2), the reservation is started by exchange of reservation protocol messages. The FlowSpecs
carried in these messages contain time parameters to specify begin and duration of the reservation. Each
node which receives the reservation message checks as usual whether the needed resource capacities are
available, but it must now check against the future time slot and not the current one. Later, when the reservation should be used, the scheduling mechanisms must be informed about the active data streams.
When the duration of the reservation is over, the scheduler must withdraw the resources from this
stream.

8.5 Modifications to Support Advance Reservations
The issues discussed so far and the example given in the last paragraph make clear that various components of current resource management systems have to be modified to Support ReRA scenarios. The
inteffaces of resource management systems need in addition to the QoS parameters now also specifications of the time parameters (begin and duration). These time values must be contained in the flow specification that is distributed via the resource reservation protocols to all affected network nodes
([Rein94], [Rein95]). The database of existing reservations must represent time slices (e.g., [FGV95]).
For each time the set of existing or reserved streams with their QoS parameters and the free resources
must be known. The admission control algorithms must take the time parameters into account: an exam-
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ple for such an algorithm for predictive service is given in [DKPS95]. Additional failure (handling
mechanisms and means to save state information in permanent storage are necessary. Furtherbore, the
i
reservation protocols must be enhanced. New PDU types to support the additional states and tcansitions
(e.g., to indicate the usage phase) and to handle failure situations and notify neighbor nodes abjout them
are needed.

~

9 Open Issues
Many pieces of an overall infrastmciure for distributed multimedia applications have been developed
over the last years. So far, only some parts have found their way into Systems of daily use. Others will
be deployed in the future while some have been put aside (for varying reasons, e.g., complexity, questionable usefulness, 'political' incorrectness, . . .).
Vanous parts for the multimedia communication infrastructure are still missing and must be developed in the future to offer a complete solution. Examples for missing or incomplete parts, especially
with respect to the QoS provisioning part of multimedia communication, are QoS routing and pricing
mechanisms. Perhaps most important will be the verification of the suitability of the proposed mechanisms for large-scale use: for (few) large multicast sessions with many receivers as well as for many
small, concurrent sessions.

9.1 Scalability
The multimedia communication methods designed for shared and distrihuted components must be scalable. With respect to multimedia applications, e.g., multicast video conferences. scalability has at least
two aspects:

(1) scalability with respect to the number of participants in one application,
(2) scalability with respect to the number of concurrent applications.
The first requirement states that it must be possible to transmit a flow (distributed via multicast) to a
potentially very large number of participants. This is, for instance, the case in transmissions from IETF
meetings or prominent lectures. To fulfill this requirement (as discussed in Section 5.2), mechanisms for
resource sharing among participants and for the aggregation of reservations must be provided, furthermore, there should be no central component which has to process requests from new participants joining resp. old participants leaving such a conference. Based on their receiver-oriented reservation and
flow joining concepts, RSVP and IP multicast support this requirement. ATM offers now the new leafinitiated join feature to reduce the load of any central component, yet, grouping concepts are still missing.
The second requirement demands that it should be possible to support many independent applications, and hence flows, - for example, thousands of video-conferences (probahly with very few participants) and video-retrieval sessions. Therefore, the processing and storage effort per flow must be very
small. The abilities of current protocols and architectures in this respect are not yet clear. We believe
that it can he only shown by experiments because processing and storage overhead depend not only on
architecture but on particular implementation as well. The soft state approach used by RSVP requires
periodic message exchange per flow per receiver (potentially reduced by aggregation among receivers)
to refresh the reservation and, hence, avoiding the loss of state. This needs transmission bandwidth and,
perhaps more imponant, processing in the routers. Additionally, in order to be ahle to remove expired
soft state, a timer must be kept per each receiver within each flow. While some of these can be aggregated (aiid efficient timer mechanisrns such as tiniing wheels are known for quite a while), it can be
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expected that all these timers lead to some non-negligible overhead. Hard state approaches, on the other
hand, avoid these problems since they neither require the permanent exchange of refresh messages nor
timers per receiver (but per neighbor). However, tbey must keep the state all of the time and cannot, as
soft state approaches may do, throw it away in case of lack of Storage capacity.
Which type of scalability is more important depends on the predominant usage scenario. Currently, it
seems that more attention has been given to the first issue: the scalability of one application. In future,
small-sized applications will probably be more important, hence, more consideration should be given to
the second issue: the scalability of concurrent applications.

9.2 Routing
QoS driven routing algorithms are needed for the efficient establishment of reservations. These algorithms suggest one or multiple suitable paths towards a given target considering a given set of QoS
requirements. Then one attempts to make a reservation on such a path. Without appropriate routing
mechanisms which take QoS requirements into account, the setup of reservations becomes a mere trialand-error approach.
A QoS driven routing algorithm has to consider the currently available capacity of a resource to
avoid an immediate rejection of the reservation attempt and the QoS requirements of the reservation to
find a route best-suited for this QoS. It should also conside~the resource load after the routing decision
to avoid using up the majority of resources on this route.
Some of the problems to be solved with QoS routing are: how much state information should be
exchanged among the routers: how often should this state information be updated; must there be a distinction between exterior and interior systems and if yes, how can it be made; is it possible to hide internal details of an autonomous System; can the complexity of path computation be managed ?
QoS routing is currently still in its infancy. At least in the Internet, its necessity, the ability in principle to perform QoS routing, and the proposed approaches are currently under controversial discussions.
Furthermore, it seems difficult to combine QoS routing and receiver-oriented reservations. The hardstate, sender-oriented ATM camp, on the other hand, designed PNNI which provides at least some QoS
routing Support.

9.3 Pricing
An important issue for the future success of distributed multimedia applications is the cost for any data
transmission (i.e., with or without QoS) and the question 'why should a User ask for less then the best
quality' has always been answered with 'costs'. QoS methods have to take cost into account as an additional (possible negotiable) Parameter. However, as discussed in [SCEH96], most research has focused
on specific issues: architectural issues have most often been neglected. The issues to be attacked are
among many others: who pays for a Service, and how is this indicated, especially if the receiver benefits
from the transmitted data; can the User specify a limit on its expenditures; how can faimess be provided
such that each receiver within a multicast session pays its share, how can payment cross a firewall, how
can a department or group be charged instead of the overall company ?
In addition to these aspects which apply to transmissions without QoS, further questions have to be
answered in QoS provisioned systems, e.g.: how can resource consumption be "weighted" (e.g., delay
vs. loss); what QoS do users accept for a specific price and which pricing schemes do they understand;
how can faimess be provided such that all users - benefiting from a reservation made for a multicast
transmission - share the costs in a fair manner ?
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10 Conclusions

I1

Multimedia comrnunication has heen (and certainly will be rnuch rnore) used by various distributed
applications: Video-conferencing, retrieval systerns and video-on-dernand will address all network
types, LANs (e.g., in-house information systerns), MANs (e.g., city inforrnation systerns, Campus networks) and WANs (e.g., distributed lectures).
The provision of a well understood QoS is a cmcial issue for the successful delivery of au iovisual
and any other time sensitive data over networks and hence, for distributed rnultimedia app ications.
Within current networks this requires rnechanisms like resource reservation or adaptive me hanisrns
such as qcaling and filtering. The need for reservations was highly controversial a couple of years ago.
Now, thi: concept of reservation-based QoS has found wide-spread acceptance. nevertheless there are
still 'reservations about reservationsS6whose advocates consider reservations as too complex and propose adaptive rnechanisrns as overall solution. Neither reservation-based nor adaptation-based QoS support would be necessary if the available system resources would becorne abundant. Yet, we believe that
resource dernand grows at least at the sarne pace as available resources, hence, reservation will be necessary for quality dernanding applications and Users in the future.
If reservation is needed at all (what the authors are convinced oi) then it probably applies also to
ReRA. Yet this will require rnodifications, add cornplexity to protocols and network nodes, and furtherrnore, requires that state information is kept in the network for quite some time. These requirernents
lead to questions about stability and scalability.
Resource reservation and scaling rnechanisrns have been an active research area with increasing dedication already during rnore than the last five years. Currently, the Intemet does not support QoS on a
wide scale. This will change in the near future due to the support of RSVP, accornpanying adrnission
control 2nd scheduling rnechanisrns. Their cornrnercial success will depend on the proof of the respective suitability for a large scale use, i.e. a huge arnount of concurrent flows and nurnbers of participants
in a flow. We believe that RSVP will find its way into day-to-day usage because of its support frorn the
IETF and frorn industry. Yet, what started out as a srnall protocol becarne relatively cornplex over time.
Questions can be raised about its appropriateness, cornpleteness, and overall cornplexity which might
slow-down its deployrnent.
The success of ATM for rnultirnedia cornrnunication depends on the successful standardization of its
signalling rnechanisrns, its ability to attract the developrnent of native ATM applications and the integration c~fATM with other comrnunication systerns. It seerns more and rnore that ATM will not find its
way to the desktop, i.e., there will be no native ATM applications. ATM will have its role in the backbone, so an integration with the Inlernet is needed. The integration of ATM into the lntemet world is
under investigation (using ATM as a subnetwork with RSVP on top of it). But if there will be native
ATM applications, e.g., video-on-dernand, then there is also the need for a 'side-by-side' integration of
ATM and Internet protocols, however, no advanced work on that exists. Furtherrnore, the integration of
the various network infrastnictures into a global, ubiquitous network capable of providing suitable support for rnultirnedia cornrnunications rnust address, besides current Internet technology and ATM, also
mobile systerns.
The rnultirnedia cornrnunication Systems developed so far address several of the necessary aspects.
Yet, not all issues have been tackled. Solutions for these issues have to be developed and they have to
find their way through the standardization activities to provide for a complete rnultirnedia cornrnunication infrastructure which is needed to support distributed multirnedia applications.

1I

6. Which was, for instance, the theme of a pancl at IWQoS'97 (International Workshop on Quality of Scivice)
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